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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

The present invention relates to a binary translator for directly translating 
binary instructions written for a legacy processor to executable binary instructions for a 
native processor. In accordance with an important aspect of the invention the binary 
translator is configured as a reconfigurable translator, which enables the binary 
translator to be used with different legacy processors and/or operating systems and 
native processors. The binary translators also optimize to take advantage of more 
efficient native processor instructions and allows portions of the legacy binary code to 
be disabled and/or new native instructions to be added to the application program 
without modification of the legacy binary code.
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Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a binary translator. For example, the present 

invention relates to a binary translator for directly translating binary code of a legacy 

5 processor to executable binary code for a native processor and more particularly 

to a binary translator formed as reconfigurable translator that is suitable for 

use with different legacy processors and/or operating systems as well as different 

native processors in which the legacy code may be translated statically, 

dynamically or just in time and allows new code to be inserted or portions of the 

10 legacy code to be disabled without modification of the legacy binary code.  

Background of Invention 

It is known that microprocessors are configured with different instruction set 

15 architectures (ISA). The ISA determines the instruction set for a particular 

microprocessor. Application programs to be executed by a microprocessor are 

normally written in a relatively high level language known as source code, for 

example in C or C++ and compiled into machine instructions compatible with the 

instruction set for a
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specific microprocessor, The machine instructions are known as binary code, object 
code and executable code.  

[0003] Due to the age and obsolescence of many existing microprocessors and their 
corresponding slow speed, it is often desired to replace outdated existing 
microprocessors, hereinafter referred to as "legacy microprocessors", and "legacy 
processors", with newer faster microprocessors, herein referred to as "native 
microprocessors" or "native processors". Unfortunately, depending on the upgrade, the 
instruction set of the native processor is often times incompatible with the instruction set 
of the legacy processor. As such, various techniques have been developed to enable 
application programs written for legacy processors to be utilized on newer native 
processors. For example, software emulators are known. Such software emulators are 
based upon emulation of the various machine code instructions of a legacy processor 
used in an application program. Such emulators are known to include software 
handlers formed from one or more native instructions to accomplish the same function 
as the legacy instruction being emulated. Examples of such instruction emulator 
systems are disclosed in commonly owned U.S. Patent No. 6,041,402; 6,212,614; and 
6,272,453 as well as commonly owned U.S. Patent Application Serial No.  

filed on March 6, 2003 (Docket No. 20-0169), entitled "Direct 
Instructions Rendering Emulation Computer Technique".  
[0004] There are several reasons why a binary translator may be needed. First, the 
legacy source code may not be available to facilitate a software port to a modern 
computer architecture. Secondly, the software overhead associated with traditional 
emulation systems slows the processing speed down considerably. Binary translation, 
then, is the only feasible choice for legacy code reuse on a newer, incompatible 
hardware platform.  

[0005] Such binary translators translate the binary code of a legacy processor 
directly into binary instructions of a native processor. Examples of such binary 
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translators are disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 6,223,339; 6,314,560; and 

6,502,237. Binary translators are also disclosed in; "DIGITAL FX!32 Running on 

32-bit x86 Applications on Alpha NT, by R. Hookway, Digital Equipment 

Corporation Compcon '97 proceedings, IEEE, February 23-26, 1997, San 

5 Jose, California, pages 37-42; "Advances and Future Challenges in Binary 

Translation and Optimization", by Altman et al., Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 89, 

no. 11, November 2001, pages 1710-1722; Ditigal FX!32: Combining Emulation 

and Binary Translation, by Hookway et al. Digital Technical Journal, Vol. 9, 

No. 1, 1997, pages 1-12; "PA-RISC to IA-64: Transparent Execution, No 

10 Recompilation, Zheng, et al., Computer Magazine, pages 47-52, Vol. 33, March 

2000.  

Although the known binary translators are able to effectively translate legacy binary 

code to native binary code without modifying the legacy binary code, there are 

15 problems associated with such known binary translators. For example, most 

known binary translators are developed for a single legacy/native processor and 

operating system combination. Thus, application programs running on different 

legacy processors and/or native processors will require separate translators. In 

addition, such known translators do not allow for the addition of new native code 

20 written in a modern programming language for the purpose of disabling portions of 

the legacy code or enhancing it without needing to re-compile the program, which 

would require access to the original source code. Thus, there is a need for a binary 

translator for translating legacy binary instructions to native instructions that is 

suitable for use with multiple legacy processors and native processors 

25 and/or operating systems and can be modularly optimized at both the legacy 

and native instruction level and allows for adding new native code without 

recompiling the legacy program.  

It is generally desirable to overcome or ameliorate one or more of the above 

30 described difficulties, or to at least provide a useful alternative.
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Summary of the Invention 

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a binary 

5 translator comprising: 

a loader subsystem for reading and loading legacy binary instructions into a 

file; and 

a translator subsystem for directly translating selected legacy binary 

instructions into native binary instructions thereby creating a translated 

10 legacy code stream defining native instructions, said translator subsystem 

further configured to add new native code to said translated legacy code 

stream in order to add features or disable portions of said legacy code 

without modifying said legacy binary instructions , said translator also 

being reconfigurable for use with different legacy and native processors.  

15 

The present invention preferably relates to a binary translator for directly 

translating binary instructions written for a legacy processor to executable binary 

instructions for a native processor. In accordance with an important aspect of the 

invention, the binary translator is a reconfigurable translator, which enables the 

20 binary translator to be used with different combinations of legacy processors 

and/or operating systems and native processors. The binary translator is also 

optimized to take advantage of more efficient native processor instructions and 

features, when available, and allows portions of the legacy binary code to be 

disabled and/or new native instructions to be added to the application program 

25 without modification of the legacy binary code.  

Brief Description of the Drawings 

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are hereafter described, by way of 

30 non-limiting example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary software model, which illustrates how
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an application program interacts with the system operating system and 

processor.  

FIG. 2 is a block diagram, which illustrates a thunk process for inserting binary 

instructions into a native instruction group in accordance with one preferred 

5 embodiment of the present invention.  

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the binary translator in accordance with preferred 

embodiments of the present invention illustrating its various subsystems.  

FIG 4 is an exemplary loader sequence diagram for translating an exemplary 

legacy Alpha 21264 microprocessor application written for a Tru64 Unix operating 

10 system for use on a native Intel IA-64 processor running a Linux operating 

system.  

FIG. 5 is an exemplary memory map illustrating the relationship between an 

exemplary legacy code segment and vector space.  

FIG. 6 is an exemplary diagram illustrating the memory layout for the binary 

15 translator in accordance with preferred embodiments of the present invention.  

FIG. 7 is a class diagram for the binary translator in accordance with preferred 

embodiments of the present invention.  

FIG. 8 is a hierarchical class diagram for the binary translator in accordance with 

preferred embodiments of the present invention.  

20 FIG. 9 is a process diagram for the binary translator in accordance with preferred 

embodiments of the present invention.  

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a scheduling optimizer for Intel IA-64 

microprocessor in accordance with preferred embodiments of the 

present invention.  

25 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram of an exemplary instruction scheduling optimizer 

algorithm in accordance with preferred embodiments of the present invention.  

FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary instruction translation of Alpha 

legacy binary instructions to Intel IA-64 native processor binary instructions.  

FIG. 13 illustrates the instruction bundle format for an Intel IA-64 native 

30 processor.  

FIG. 14 illustrates the execution unit format of a type Itanium 2 processor.
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FIG. 15 illustrates how translated IA-64 native processor instructions are 

organized into IA-64 instruction bundles for the first of two IA-64 instruction 

groups.  

FIG. 16 is similar to FIG. 15 but illustrates the process for the second of two IA-64 

5 instruction groups.  

FIG. 17 illustrates a branch prediction optimization example in accordance with 

preferred embodiments of the present invention.  

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments of the Invention 
10 

The present invention preferably relates to a binary translator formed as a 

reconfigurable translator, which enables binary instructions of a legacy 

microprocessor to be directly converted to binary instructions of a native processor.  

Direct conversion of binary instructions of the legacy processor results in native 

15 binary instructions, which generally execute considerably faster than 

emulated legacy instructions. In addition, in accordance with an important 

aspect of the invention, the system can be reconfigured for use with multiple native 

processors, multiple legacy processors and operating systems. In order to further 

enhance the flexibility of the translated native program, thunk objects may be used 

20 to disable portions of the legacy binary instructions and/or insert new native 

instructions without altering the original legacy binary code. As will be discussed 

in more detail below, the binary translator in accordance with preferred 

embodiments of the present invention translates legacy binary instructions to 

native binary instructions by first grouping the legacy instructions into contiguously 

25 executing code sections, applying algorithmic optimizations and then translating 

the binary, instruction by the instruction to the native instruction set. Upon the 

completion of instruction translation, native optimizers can also be executed, if 

desired. Depending on the native processor, the native binary instructions may be 

re-ordered and/or grouped to take full advantage of the available processor 

30 resources. The resulting native binary is thus able to execute unassisted on the 

native platform.
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Binary translators in accordance with preferred embodiments of the present 

invention operate in three different modes of operation: a static translation mode in 

which translation is done offline to generate a new executable binary of native 

instructions; a dynamic translation mode in which the translations are made while 

5 the legacy binary is loaded in to the native processor memory; and a just in time 

translation mode in which the legacy instructions are translated only if and when 

they are needed on the first time they are executed.  

Although the binary translator in accordance with preferred embodiments of the 

10 present invention is formed as a reconfigurable translator which can be configured 

for use with various legacy and native processors, an exemplary embodiment of 

the invention is an Alpha 21264 microprocessor with a Tru64 Unix operating 

system and an Intel IA-64 native processor with a Linux operating. Both the Alpha 

21264 and IA-64 microprocessor architectures are 64-bit platforms. The Alpha 

15 21264 microprocessor is a reduced instruction set computer (RISC).  

Microprocessors configured with a RISC architecture generally perform all 

operations in registers. Load and store instructions are used to
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fetch data into registers and save the results back to memory. For this reason, RISC 

architectures are known as "load/store" architectures. RISC architectures also eliminate 

complex instructions to reduce the complexity of the hardware. Modern software design 

paradigms promote the use of high order languages and compilers generally do not 

make use of complex instructions.  

[0029] The Intel IA-64 microprocessor employs a relatively new design paradigm 

called explicitly parallel instruction computer (EPIC). The EPIC architecture dictates 

that scheduling instructions for optimal performance is to be done by the compiler (or 

assembly language programmer) and not the microprocessor hardware. IA-64 

processors employ features to eliminate or reduce areas of processor performance 

problems. For example, such IA-64 processors include relatively large register sets; the 

ability to eliminate short forward branches; and a relatively large number of execution 

units to promote parallel code execution. The IA-64 microprocessor includes a growing 

family of microprocessors. The description below relates to a type IA-64 processor 

known as the Itanium 2.  

APPLICATION SOFTWARE MODEL 

[0030] Referring to FIG. 1, a hierarchical model for a modern software application is 

shown. The model includes an application software layer 20; a system library layer 22; 

an operating system layer 24; and a hardware layer 26. Modern software application 

programs 20 are normally written to run on a particular microprocessor architecture and 

operating system. As shown, the application software 20 uses the services of the 

microprocessor operating system 24 as well as a set of system libraries 22 to perform 

common tasks. In particular, the application software may directly invoke operating 

system calls, as indicated by the arrow 28, but more commonly interfaces by way of 

system library calls to the system library layer 22, as indicated by the arrow 30. The 

system libraries 22, in turn, typically invoke system calls to the operating system layer 

24 as indicated by the arrow 32. For example, a standard C/C++ system library layer 

7
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22 includes the ability to manipulate disk files using C functions. These functions, 

in turn, interact with the operating system through system calls. As will be 

discussed in more detail below, the binary translator in accordance with preferred 

embodiments of the present invention interfaces with the underlying operating 

5 system and does not require that the legacy and native operating systems be the 

same.  

BINARY TRANSLATOR SUBSYSTEM 

10 Referring to FIG. 3, the binary translator in accordance with preferred 

embodiments of the present invention is formed from four modular and 

reconfigurable subsystems: a loader subsystem 34; a legacy instruction processor 

subsystem 36; and instruction translator subsystem 38; and a native instruction 

processor subsystem 40. Each of the subsystems 34, 36, 38 and 40 are modular 

15 objects written in C++, for example. As such, any of the subsystem 34, 36, 38 and 

40 can be designed around either a particular native processor architecture, a 

legacy processor architecture, or both. As such the binary translator in accordance 

with preferred embodiments of the present invention is reconfigurable in that it can 

be configured for any legacy or native processor unlike known binary translators 

20 configured for a particular legacy/native processor combination.  

A detailed discussion of each of the subsystems is provided below. However, in 

general, the loader subsystem 34 reads the legacy code and data sections from 

the legacy binary file. The legacy instruction processor subsystem 36 categorizes 

25 the legacy instructions and breaks down the legacy program into legacy 

procedures. In addition, any pre-translation optimization modules are invoked if 

they are present and active. The instruction translator subsystem 38 translates the 

legacy instructions into native instructions. The native instruction processor 

subsystem 40 invokes post translation optimization modules, if any, and writes the 

30 resulting completely translated program to the native processor memory or disk file 

for later execution.  

The binary translator in accordance with preferred embodiments of the present
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invention additionally allows code optimization modules to be plugged into either 

subsystem 36 or 40 to further increase the performance of the system. With 

reference to FIG. 9, these modules are identified with the reference numerals 64 

and 66. Any number of optimization modules may be present which may operate 

5 on either the pre-translated legacy code, the post-translated native code, or some 

combination thereof. Optimization modules may be defeated if desired.  

The binary translator in accordance with preferred embodiments of the present 

invention also allows for inserting new native code into the translated legacy code 

10 stream. These new native code segments are called "thunks". A thunk 42 is 

illustrated in FIG. 2. These thunk objects 42 can be used to add features without 

modifying the existing legacy binary code for various purposes, such as to add new 

features or to disable portions of the original legacy code. As shown in FIG. 2, 

three blocks of native instruction groups 44, 46 and 48 are illustrated. The thunk 

15 code is inserted by way of a vector from the native instruction codes 44 to the 

thunk object 42. The thunk code within the thunk object 42 is executed. Upon 

completion of execution of the thunk code, the system vectors back to the native 

instruction groups as shown in FIG. 2.  

20 LOADER SUBSYSTEM 

As mentioned above, the loader subsystem 34 reads the legacy binary file and 

extracts the legacy code and data sections. The loader subsystem 34 is a 

pluggable system that can be adapted to numerous file formats. For the exemplary 

25 legacy processor and operating system mentioned above, exemplary loaders 

include Linux executable linkable format (ELF) and Tru64 Unix Common Object 

File Format (COFF).  

The loader subsystem 34 interfaces to the balance of the binary translator through 

30 only a few interfaces. FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary unified modeling language 

(UML) sequence diagram for use in a translation of instructions of a Alpha legacy 

microprocessor with a Tru64 operating system to a Intel IA-64 microprocessor with 

an Linux operating system.
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LEGACY INSTRUCTION PROCESSOR SUBSYSTEM 

[0037] The legacy instruction processor subsystem 36 analyzes the legacy 

instructions, types them according to their general function and breaks the instructions 

down into functional blocks of legacy code. Before the legacy instruction processor 

subsystem 36 releases control, it can call any desired legacy optimizers that are 

available and activated. The legacy instruction processor subsystem 36 is independent 

of the native processor on which the system is running.  

[0038] The legacy instruction processor subsystem 36 breaks down the legacy 

program into segments called legacy procedures. A legacy procedure is a segment of 

legacy instructions that end with a legacy flow control instruction, such as a branch 

instruction. Each legacy instruction is placed within a container object, called a 

"Legacylnstruction". The Legacylnstruction objects are stored in a "LegacyProcedure" 

object. As will be discussed in more detail below, at a later stage, "NativeInstructions" 

are added to the LegacyProcedure object.  

[0039] Each Legacylnstruction object contains the legacy binary instruction as well 

as information about the instruction including its overall type and how to convert it to a 

native processor instruction. The container objects are then available to the other 

subsystems for use in translation and optimization. All of the legacy procedure objects 

are contained in a LegacyProgram object.  

[0040] The legacy instruction processor 36 is a modular subsystem and can be 

reconfigured to provide compatibility with a different legacy processor. This may be 

accomplished through C++ object oriented techniques. Base classes exist to define the 

required interfaces.  

[0041] After grouping and typing the legacy instructions, the legacy processor 

subsystem 36 invokes any desired pre-translation optimization modules before exiting 

and a number of optimization modules can be selected for execution. A pre-translation 

optimization module works with the legacy instructions and may disable them, augment 

10
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them, or work in conjunction with the post-translation optimizer to produce better 
performing code.  

INSTRUCTION TRANSLATOR SUBSYSTEM 

[0042] The instruction translator subsystem 38 performs translation from legacy 
processor instructions to native processor instructions. This subsystem 38 is dependent 
on the legacy and native processor architectures. This subsystem 38 is called from 
other subsystems and contains an instruction translation object that performs two major 
functions as follows: 

e Instruction Typing. The legacy instruction processor 36 uses instruction 
typing to type legacy instructions. This mechanism indicates to the legacy 
instruction processor when it encounters a legacy flow control instruction and 
provides typing information that may be required by pre-translation 

optimizers.  

* Instruction Translation. The native instruction processor subsystem 36 uses 
this service to generate native processor instructions that perform operations 
required by the legacy instructions.  

[0043] The instruction translator subsystem 38 is ultimately responsible for 
performing all legacy to native instruction translation.  

[0044] In an exemplary embodiment of the invention in which binary instructions of 
Alpha legacy microprocessor are translated into suitable binary instructions for an Intel 
IA-64 microprocessor, the instruction translator subsystem 38 may be implemented with 
a series of C functions-one for each Alpha legacy instruction to produce the required 
IA-64 native microprocessor instructions. These C functions are hereafter known as 
legacy instruction translators. Additionally, a series of C functions, one for each of the 
required IA-64 legacy native processor instructions may be used from within the legacy 
instruction translators. These C functions are hereinafter referred to as native 
instruction generators.  

11
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NATIVE INSTRUCTION PROCESSOR SUBSYSTEM 

[0045] The native instruction processor subsystem 40 requests translation of legacy 

instructions to native instructions; invokes any desired native instruction optimization 

modules; and writes the translated binary code to the native processor memory or to a 

file to be run at a later time.  

[0046] Native instruction objects are used to hold the native instructions required to 

duplicate the behavior of the legacy procedure. The number of native instruction 

objects required for a legacy procedure may or may not match the number of legacy 

instruction objects because the number of native instructions required to duplicate the 
behavior of a legacy instruction varies. All of the native instruction objects are, in 

aggregate, the instruction portion of the translated binary program.  

[0047] The native instruction processor subsystem 40 is completely configurable to 
enable the legacy binary to execute on a variety of different native processors. This 

subsystem 40 is independent of the legacy processor being used.  

[0048] As mentioned previously, instruction translation by way of the instruction 

translator subsystem 38 is invoked by the native instruction processor subsystem 40.  
This process involves populating the already created legacy procedure objects with 
some number of native instruction objects, which contain the translated host processor 

instructions. Native instructions are not committed to memory or file at this point since 
post-translation optimizers may modify the native instruction mix.  

[0049] After each legacy instruction has been translated into one or more native 

processor instructions, any post-translation optimizers that are present are invoked.  

These pluggable modules can be activated or deactivated.  

TRANSLATION PROCESS 

[0050] As mentioned above, the legacy program is broken down into legacy 

procedures that end with a legacy flow control instruction. This allows for processing 
multiple instructions simultaneously for better-optimized code. For instance, the Intel 

12
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IA-64 architecture allows for executing up to six instructions per clock cycle. Processing 
multiple instructions at once allows for determining what instructions are safe for parallel 
execution based on data dependencies. As a result, the native instructions generated 
for a legacy instruction segment or procedure may not perform the operation in exactly 
the same order as the legacy processor. However, this is not problematic so long as 
the data dependencies are respected. Executing Intel Type IA-64 instructions one at a 
time, however, does not take full advantage of the processor's execution resources.  
[0051] The binary translator in accordance with the present invention uses a vector 
table or space, which contains a 64-bit value for each legacy instruction. The 64-bit 
values are full addresses of where the native instruction handler is for that instruction.  
However, not every instruction will contain a valid vector entry since the legacy program 
is broken down into legacy code segments ending in legacy flow control instructions.  
Since the binary translator in accordance with the present invention works with 
contiguously executing legacy code blocks or segments, a vector is only required for the 
start of each corresponding legacy code segment (or legacy procedure). The vector is 
the address of the native instruction handler for that legacy procedure. For example, 
FIG. 5 illustrates two groups of legacy instructions, identified with the referenced 
numerals 50 and 52 and their addresses. Each group 50, 52 of instructions ends with a 
branch instruction BEQ which forms a legacy code segment (or legacy procedure).  
Each legacy address has a corresponding location in the vector space. In turn, each 
populated entry in the vector space points to a native instruction handler in the 
microcode space. In accordance with one aspect of the invention, the binary translator 
uses a two-pass translation system when dealing with branch instructions. More 
specifically, for many legacy branch instructions, it is possible to determine the branch 
destination directly from the legacy code. Other times the destination code cannot be 
directly determined. The binary translator in accordance with present invention can deal 
with both situations.  

13
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[0052] The first pass of the translation produces native instructions for all legacy 

instructions except jumps or branches (i.e. flow control instruction). Once the first pass 
is complete, relative branch translation can be done since the vectors for the rest of the 
code have been generated. The second pass fills in the branch instructions for those 
branches whose destinations can be determined at translation time.  

[0053] If a branch destination can be determined at translation time and that branch 
vectors to a location where there is no valid vector, a LegacyProcedure object is 
generated and populated with legacy instructions from that point forward until the legacy 
flow control instruction is found. For example, with reference to FIG. 5, if a branch 
ended up going to location 1020, a LegacyProcedure object would be created and 
translated for instructions at addresses 1020, 1024 and 1028. This process occurs 
during the second pass. Thus, the second pass completes all branch instructions for 
the destinations known at load time and builds new handlers for destinations that do not 
already have a valid vector.  

[0054] Though the two-pass translation is able to handle many branch instructions, 
not all branch destinations are known at load time. Some branch instructions rely on 
destination addresses calculated at run time. In these cases, these branch instructions 
pull their native instruction handler address from the vector space and jump to that 
location. If there is no valid vector for the destination, a native instruction handler is 
dynamically created and its address is entered into the vector space. This process is 
done by dynamic cracking, which performs run-time translation of the legacy code 
starting at the branch destination address and continuing until a legacy flow control 
instruction is found. The dynamic cracking object creates a new LegacyProcedure 

object and populates it with Legacyinstruction objects for the legacy instructions through 
the next flow control instruction. It then requests the translation of the legacy 
instructions and commits the resulting native instructions to memory. This system can 

14
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handle'ilfbsfdich instructions but is used as a last resort since precaIculating branch 
destinations when possible allows for better performance.  

OPERATING SYSTEM CALLS 

[0055] As mentioned above, application programs are known to make operating 
system calls either directly or indirectly through a system library function. For example, 
the Alpha 21264 microprocessor architecture defines a system call as a specific 
instruction. The instruction, when executed, causes an operating system trap to occur.  
Prior to the system call instruction, the compiler and/or programmer must insert the 
system call number into a known register, $vO in the case of the Alpha 21264 
microprocessor. The system call number is extracted from $vO and additional 
arguments may then be extracted from other registers as defined by the system's 
function calling conventions. To the binary translator, a system call is just another 
instruction. However the system call numbers can and do differ from operating system 
to operating system. As an example, the OpenVMS operating system uses different 
system call numbers than Tru64 Unix. The Windows NT operating system for Alpha is 
different from OpenVMS and Tru64.as well. Therefore, the binary translator system call 
must be specific to the legacy operating system.  

DIRECT MATCH SYSTEM CALLS 

[0056] The binary translator allows for mapping each system call to either a closely 
matching host processor system call or to code that emulates the behavior of the legacy 
system call with or without assistance of the native operating system. For example, an 
exemplary assembly language program for the Intel IA-64 microprocessor architecture 
for translating the remove disk directory (rmdir) Alpha Tru64 Unix system callinto an 
equivalent Intel IA-64 Linux system call is illustrated below: 

15
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/* 

* SYS.rmdir 
* Alpha 137 <---> IA-64 1056 

* Inputs: r32 = char *pathname 
Outputs: int status 

*/ 
.proc xportSYS_rmdir 
xportSYSrmdir: 

MapPreamble r86.rTemplbSavel setup, save return address 
MakeIA64Addr paramOaO setup first input 
rnov r15 =1056 iisetup the syscal. number 
break Ox100000 do syscall 
AdjustResults fixup errno/indicator 
Return bSavel aone, return 

* endp 

[0057] The address of this stub is stored in a table and when the Alpha 21264 

system call instruction. is executed, the system call number placed in Alpha register Wv, 

is used as an index into the table. The address at that table location is used to branch 

to this stub. The stub moves the only required parameter (a pointer to a string 

containing the directory name) into the correct register on the Intel type IA-64 processor 

and places the IA-64 system call number (1056 instead of 137 for the Alpha 

microprocessor) into the register 15 for the Intel IA-64 microprocessor. The system call 

returns an indicator value, 0 for success or-i for failure, which is placed into the correct 

register in the Alpha microprocessor. Another value, 'errno' (error number) indicates the 

reason for failure. That value is different between the AlphafTru64 system and the IA

64/L-inux system and thus must be translated. The "AdjustResults" macro does this by 

way of another data table. Once translated, the errno value is placed into the correct 

Alpha register and the stub is ready to return back to regular code execution. The IA-64 

break instruction with an argument of OxI 0000 causes the system call to occur.  

NON-DIRECT MATCH SYSTEM CALLS 

[0058] The previous example illustrates a condition where there is an exact match to 

an existing host processor system call. However, this is not always the case. For 

instance, the AlphaTru64 Unix namem' system call returns information about the 
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machine in the form of several text streams. The following example is an example of an 

assembly language stub for this system call.  

/* 
* SYSuname 
* Alpha 207 <---> IA-64 1130 

* Inputs: r32 = struct utsname buf 
* Outputs: int status 

.proc xport_SYS_uname 
xportSYS.uname: 

MapPreamble r86rTemplbSavel setup, save return address 
MakeIA64Addr parainaO setup first input (sysname) 
br.call.sptk.few bO = callsysUname do as a C function 
cmp.eq pTempl.pTemp2 =,IA64Ret // was return value good? 

(pTempl) mov vO 0 yes, fix up errno 
(pTempl) mov a3 0 and error indicator 
(pTemp2) mov vO 14 no, set errno to EFAULT 
(pTemp2) mov a3 -1 and error indicator to -1 

Return bSavel // done, return 
* endp 

Problem with mapping this system call directly is that the legacy program is not 

running on a processor for which it was originally designed. Therefore, this stub calls a 

p function rather than directly using the Intel IA-64 Linux namem' system call and 

adjusts the resulting strings.  

[00591 The following example shows a C function used to redefine thL behavior of 

the Linux namem' system call. Note that this function is called by the br.call.sptk.few 

instruction in the stub above.  

17
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/* 
* This is a stub for the uname system call. Additional work must be done for two reasons: 1) the size of the strings in the utsname struct is different between IA-64/Linux and Alpha/OSF, and 2) we * really don't want an Alpha/OSF program thinking it's running on 
" IA-64/Linux.  

INT64 callsysUname (char *uts-alpha) 

struct utsname uts; 

// do the syscall, see if it works 
if (uname (&uts) < 0) 

return -1; 

// this doesn't work directly because the IA-64 utsname struct allows // for each string to be 64 bytes but the Alpha only allows for 32 // ALSO--FAKE IT OUT TO LOOK LIKE THE ALPHA! 
strcpy (&utsalpha [0], "OSFl"); 
strcpy (&uts-alpha [32], uts.nodename); 
strcpy (&uts-alpha [64], "V5.11); 
strcpy (&uts-alpha (96), -732"); 
strcpy (&uts-alpha (128], "alpha'); 

return 0; 

It is to be noted that the Linux 'uname' system call is used, but only the 'nodename' 
element is transferred to the native result. All other fields are fabricated to make the 
program believe it is running on a Tru64 Unix operating system, for example, version 
5.1; build 732.  

[0060] Through techniques like these, it is possible to recreate the entire system call 
set of the legacy operating system. The complexity of this task depends on the 
differences between the legacy and native operating systems. In the case of the Alpha 
microprocessor running on a Tru64 operating system to an Intel IA-64 microprocessor 
Linux operating system, there are many similarities.  

SYSTEM LIBRARY REPLACEMENT 

[0061] As discussed above, system calls can be mapped to the host operating 
system. As mentioned above, legacy application programs also interface with system 
libraries. Depending on the legacy application, it may be possible to use the system 
libraries from the native microprocessor rather than the legacy libraries. This approach 
may be advantageous in that the native libraries are likely to be better optimized to 
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execute on the native system. Where it is not possible, the legacy system library, in one 

form or another must be used.  

STATIC VS. DYNAMIC LINKING 

[0062] Software applications that use system libraries maybe statically linked or 

dynamically linked. For a static link, the code that the application requires from the 

library is brought into the resulting application binary load module. This creates a stand 

alone load module but is larger than a dynamic link, which loads the library code as 

needed. For dynamically linked applications, a shared library must be available when 

the program runs.  

STATICALLY LINKED APPLICATION 

[0063] If a legacy application is statically linked, it would likely not be possible to 

easily replace the statically linked legacy library code with native library code.  

Therefore, the legacy library code may be translated with the rest of the legacy 

application. The binary translator in accordance of the present invention will not know 

that the legacy library code is present. In this application, no additional legacy 

components are required to produce a completely translated native binary.  

DYNAMICALLY LINKED APPLICATION 

[0064] For applications that use dynamic library linking, the load module must 

contain information about what library is required. Information about what functions are 

unresolved will also be present. At this point, it is often possible to use native libraries 

instead of legacy libraries. Whether or not this can be done depends on whether the 

same funcationality exists on the native system. If it does, a simple translation stub is 

used to move arguments into the correct registers since the function calling conventions 

between the legacy and host processors will likely differ. The code example below 

shows an example of a Intel IA-64 assembly language stub that allows for using the 

native 'atan' (arctangent) library function instead of the legacy library function.  
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// double atan (double x); 

.proc atanXport 
atanXport: 

MapPreamble ra,rTempl,bSavel //Save IA64return addr in bSavel 
mov foutO=faO //Move argo 
br.call.sptk.many bO=atan //Call ia64routine 
mov LegacyFpRet=IA64FpRet //Move IA64return value to legacy 
Return bSavel //Return 

.endp 

As shown, very little code is required to map the Intel IA-64 'atan' library function to 

the Alpha version with the resulting performance increased from doing so being 

relatively substantial. However, this approach requires being able to recognize the 

5 legacy library function and knowing what arguments it requires. Therefore, it is 

suitable only for commonly used library functions and cannot be used for unknown 

legacy libraries.  

An alternative to mapping the legacy function to a native function is to simply 

10 translate the legacy library. This obviously requires that the legacy library be 

available for translation. This process results in the same performance as the 

statically linked application but is more flexible than using native libraries since any 

available legacy library can be used whether its content functions are known or 

not.  

15 

MEMORY LAYOUT 

FIG. 6 is a graphical representation of the memory regions used in the binary 

translator in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.  

20 The first two memory regions, identified with the referenced numerals 54 and 56, 
relate to the first pass and second pass microcode regions, as discussed above.  

These memory regions contain the translated native instructions that make up the 

translated legacy application. The next region, identified with the referenced 

number 58, relates to the vector space which contains the microcode addresses for 

25 each legacy instruction handler. As previously noted above, not all locations in the 

vector space 58 contain valid entries. The vector space 58 contains the same
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number of entries as the number of legacy code instructions. The final region 

is the data space 60. These are data sections that are defined in the legacy 

application load module. The data space 60 is only for static data or data that is 

explicitly defined in the load module. The legacy program may allocate additional 

5 memory out of the heap or free store as required.  

Other memory regions may be provided to the translated legacy application as 

needed. These include a stack, which is allocated from the native processor 

memory pool and dynamically requested memory from the host processor heap or 

10 free store.  

Another possible region, which may or may not be physically located in the host 

processor memory, is the legacy code. Once the translation is complete this 

information is not required except for the dynamic cracking operations, discussed 

15 above. In these cases, the information can be read from a disk file to save 

memory.  

REGISTER LAYOUT 

20 A primary factor in the performance of the binary translator in accordance with a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention is its approach to native processor 

register usage. The information on how the binary translator in accordance with a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention uses the native processor's 

registers for its execution of the legacy binary is provided below. This information 

25 can vary from native processor to native processor. The information below relates 

to an Intel IA-64 native processor and an Alpha 21264 legacy processor.  

Legacy processor registers are mapped to native processor registers for 

performance reasons. Many modern microprocessor architectures perform nearly 

30 all of their operations exclusively in registers and are forced to load values from 

memory and then save the results back unnecessarily, resulting in a substantial
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performance penalty.  

The Alpha 21264 processor has 32 64-bit general-purpose registers and 32 64-bit 

floating-point registers. The Intel IA-64 processor has 128 64-bit general-purpose 

5 registers and 128 80-bit floating-point registers. Register allocations for the 

Alpha/Tru64 legacy system and the IA-64 native system are provided below.  

. General registers 0-30 are stored in IA-64 general registers 32-62.
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Alpha general register 31 always reads as zero and can be written to, but its 

value always reads zero: The IA-64 general register 0 has nearly the same 

characteristics so Alpha register 31 is mapped to IA-64 general register zero.  

. Alpha floating-point registers 0-30 are stored in Intel IA-64 floating-point 

registers 32-62.  

. Alpha floating-point register 31 always reads zero and can be written to but 

its value will always read zero. The IA-64 floating-point register 0 has nearly 

the same characteristics so Alpha floating-point register 31 is mapped to IA

64 floating-point register 0.  

. 16 IA-64 general registers are designated as scratch pad or temporary 

registers, r63-r78.  

* 16 IA-64 floating-point registers are designated as scratch pad or temporary 

registers, f63-f78.  

* 16 IA-64 predicate registers are designated as scratch pad or temporary 

registers, p1-p16. Predicate registers are used to store single bit true/false 

results from compare operations. These registers can be used against the 

execution of nearly all IA-64 instructions to conditionally allow the IA-64 

instructions to execute. There is no Alpha 21264 equivalent.  

. Two IA-64 branch registers are designated as scratch pad or temporary 

registers, b4-b5. Branch registers are used to hold destination addresses for 

branch instructions. The Alpha 21264 uses general-purpose registers for this 

function.  

BINARY TRANSLATOR SYSTEM CLASS DIAGRAMS 

(0072] UML class diagrams for the binary translator are illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8.  

Major functional components are included along with brief descriptions. FIG. 7 is 

organized along the functional units of the binary translator and emphasizes the major 

systems. Not all classes are shown. Though not evident from the diagram, a set of 
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C++ base classes forms the foundation of the binary translator. This set of classes is 

not geared toward any particular legacy or host processor. Another layer is used to 

integrate the native processor's specific information and the legacy processor's specific 

information.  

[0073] FIG. 8 is organized in a hierarchal fashion and shows the top down 

organization of all classes. Not all classes of the binary translator are shown.  

TRANSLATION PROCESS DIAGRAMS 

[0074] FIG. 9 illustrates a translation process diagram. A binary translator session 
manager object 62 is at the top level of the translation process. It, in turn, invokes the 
legacy processor subsystem 36 and the native. processor subsystem 40. Six overall 

steps are shown: 

1. The loader subsystem 34 is used to load the legacy program. Legacy 

data segments are committed to memory unmodified. Legacy instructions are passed 

to the rest of the system for translation.  

2. The legacy instructions are then typed and grouped into legacy instruction 

groups ending with flow control instructions. The output of this step is a series of 

LegacyProcedure objects, each of which contains the sum number of Legacylnstruction 

objects. The aggregate of these objects is the instruction portion of the legacy program.  

3. Pre-translation optimization modules 64 are invoked if present and active.  
These modules operate on the LegacyProcedure and Legacylnstruction objects created 

in step 2.  

4. The LegacyInstructions are translated into native processor instructions.  

The outputs of this step are NativeInstruction objects, which are added to each 

LegacyProcedure object. The aggregate of all native instruction objects is the 

instruction portion of the translated program.  
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5. Post-translation optimization modules 66 are invoked if present and active.  

These modules operate on NativeInstruction objects with possible use of 

LegacyProcedure and/or LegacyInstruction objects created in step 4.  

6. The final step is to commit the translated program to either the native 

processor memory in preparation for execution or to a disk file for later use as indicated 

by the block 68 labeled "output program".  

INSTRUCTION TRANSLATION EXAMPLES 

[0075] Examples of the code used to translate several representative Alpha 21264 

instructions into IA-64 instructions is provided below. The Alpha/lA-64 prototype uses 

an instruction translation mechanism that provides a C function for each legacy Alpha 

instruction, called legacy instruction translators and a C function for each IA-64 

instruction, called native instruction generators. C functions are used because their 

addresses can be stored in a table for efficient access. The instruction translator 

examines legacy instructions, extracts the operation code, and pulls the address of the 

legacy instruction translator function for that Alpha instruction. The legacy instruction 

translator function, in turn, uses native instruction generators to produce IA-64 

instructions as required. Two example Alpha instructions are explored.  

ALPHA S4ADDQ, LITERAL FORM 

[0076] This instruction is an integer addition instruction used to add a literal value to 

a value already in a register. The first example below shows the legacy instruction 

translatorfor this Alpha instruction. The function calls two different IA-64 instruction 

generator functions, shladd, and addsi14. These C functions produce the IA-64 binary 

instructions required to replicate the behavior of the Alpha S4ADDQ instruction. After 

calling each IA-64 instruction generator function, the IA-64 instructions are added to the 

translator subsystem to await further processing before being committed to native 

processor memory and/or a disk file.  
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[0077] Legacy instruction translator functions are used by the Alpha to IA-64 

translator to convert Alpha 21264 instructions to IA-64 equivalents. In this case, two IA
64 instructions were required. More or less may be needed for other legacy 

instructions. The second example below shows the IA-64 instruction generator functions 

required to produce the IA-64 'shladd' instruction.  

/* 
* This function translates the Alpha instruction Scaled Add Quadword by 4.  
* S4ADDQ multiplies Ra by 4 and adds it to lit. The 64-bit sum is stored in Rc 
*/ 

INT64 S4ADDQLIT (Translator *translator, UINT64 Ra, UINT64 lit, UINT64 Rc) 

NativeInstruction instr; 

//Get the necessary temp registers 
UINT64 rTempl = translator->regMaps->getGPTempReg (; 

//Get the mapped IA64 registers for the input Alpha registers 
Ra = translator->regMaps->getMappedIA64GenReg (Ra); 
Rc = translator->regMaps->getMappedIA64GenReg '(Rc); 

//Writes to the zero reg produce faults in IA64 but not in Alpha 
if (Rc != GPRegZero) 

//rTempl = Ra * 4 
shladd (translator, &instr, PredRegZero, rTempl, Ra, 2, GPRegZero); 
translator->addNativeInstruction (&instr); 

//Rc = rTempl + lit 
adds-il4 (translator, &instr, PredRegZero, Rc, lit, rTempl); 
translator->addNativeInstruction (&instr); 

return 0; 

Alpha S4ADDQ literal form instruction translator function.  
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// This function generates type A2 instructions.  
void genA2 (Translator *translator, NativeInstruction *inst, UINT64 x4, UINT64 qp, UINT64 rl, UINT64 r2, UINT64 ct2, UINT64 r3) 

inst->inser = (8UL << 37) I (x4 << 29) | (ct2 << 27) |qp (rl << 6) 
(r2 < 13) | (r3 << 20); 

inst->type = ALU; 
translator->regMaps->getGenRegMask (inst->srcRegsUsed, r2, r3); 
inst->srcRegType = General; 
translator->regMaps->getGenRegMask (inst->destRegUsed, rl); 
inst->destRegType = General; 
inst->predReg = translator->regMaps->getPredRegMask (qp); 

void shladd (Translator *translator, NativeInstruction *inst, UINT64 qp, UINT64 rl, 
UINT64 r2, UINT64 count, UINT64 r3) 

//IA64 needs count to be 1 less than actual number of bits to be shifted 
count--; 
genA2 (translator, inst, 4, qp, rl, r2, count, r3); 

IA -64 instruction gen eratorfunctions for 'shladd' instruction.  

[0078] It should also be noted that the register remapping function is handled by the 
legacy instruction translator functions as well. Another important note is that a single 

scratch register is required for the execution of this Alpha instruction on the IA-64.  

ALPHA CMOVEQ 

[0079] The Alpha CMOVEQ instruction conditionally moves a value into an Alpha 

general register. The legacy instruction translator for this instruction can be found in the 
following example. This Alpha instruction once again requires two IA-64 instructions, 

cmp.eq (8-bit immediate form) and add (register form).  
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This function translates the Alpha instruction Conditional Move if Register Equal to Zero. If register Ra is equal to 0, Rb is written to Rc.  

INT64 CMOVEQ (Translator *translator, UINT64 Ra, UINT64 Rb, UINT64 Rc) 

NativeInstruction instr; 

//Get the necessary temp registers 
UINT64 pTempl = translator->regMaps->getPredTempReg ) 
UINT64 pTemp2 = translator->regMaps->getPredTempReg 

//Get the mapped IA64 registers for the input Alpha registers 
Ra = translator->regMaps->getMappedIA64GenReg 

(Ra); 
Rb = translator->regMaps->getMappedIA64GenReg (Rb); 
Rc = translator->regMaps->getMappedIA64GenReg 

(Rc); 

//Writes to the zero reg produce faults in IA64 but not in Alpha if (Rc != GPRegZero) 

// Determine if Ra is equal to zero 
cmpeqi8 (translator, &instr, PredRegZero, pTempl, pTemp2, 0, Ra); translator->addNativeInstruction (&instr); 

// conditionally do the move 
add-r (translator, &instr, pTempl, Rc, GPRegZero, Rb); translator->addzativeInstruction (&instr);

return 0; 

Alpha CMOVEQ legacy instruction translator function.  

OPTIMIZER EXAMPLE-IA-64 CODE SCHEDULER OPTIMIZER 
[0080] The following optimizer example takes advantage of the IA-64 EPIC 
architecture by attempting to optimally schedule translated instructions for maximum 
instruction parallelism. The Itanium 2 processor can execute up to 6 instructions per 
clock cycle. These instructions must be formed into instruction bundles of 3 41-bit 
instructions along with a 5-bit template field that indicates what processor resources are 
needed to execute the instructions. The optimizer analyzes native instructions to 
determine which ones can safely execute in parallel based on data dependencies and 
then selects instruction bundles to match those instruction groups. The overall process 
is shown in FIG. 10. The binay translator in accordance with the present invention 
breaks the legacy program down into legacy instruction groups 70. The IA-64 
scheduling optimizer then breaks down the translated native equivalent instructions into 
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IA-64 instruction groups 72, 74, 76. All instructions in an IA-64 instruction group can be 

safely executed simultaneously and; thus, contain no data dependencies amongst each 

other. The optimizer then breaks the IA-64 instruction groups 72, 74, 76 down into IA

64 instruction bundles 78, 80, 82, 84, 86 and 88 of 3 instructions each.  

[0081] This scheduling algorithm applies only to Itanium 2 and later IA-64 

processors. However, each native processor will likely benefit from a tailored 

instruction-scheduling algorithm suited to that architecture.  

[0082] The IA-64 architecture defines a limited number of bundle types. Not all 
combinations of IA-64 instructions are valid within the same bundle. For instance, a 
common bundle type is identified as MMI, which indicates that two memory instructions 

and one integer instruction are contained in that bundle. The bundle types are encoded 
in the bundle's 5-bit template field. It is important to carefully choose bundle types to 
avoid processor stalls. To this end, the IA-64 scheduler optimizer uses a carefully 

designed algorithm to select bundle types for the IA-64 instructions within an instruction 
group. An exemplary algorithm is illustrated in FIG. 11.  

TRANSLATION PROCESS EXAMPLE 

[0083] The examples below are for an Alpha legacy processor and an IA-64 native 
processor. A group of four legacy Alpha instructions are converted to IA-64 instructions 

and properly organized for this native processor.  

[0084] FIG. 12 shows a graphical depiction of a small block of Alpha instructions and 
the process of translating them to IA-64 instructions. This figure shows only translation 

steps and no optimizations. Legacy code blocks always end with a flow control 

instruction of some kind, usually a jump or branch and are called legacy procedures 

(though they may not actually represent a complete legacy procedure in terms of the 
original source code). All the instructions in a legacy procedure execute sequentially.  

This example assumes the legacy program has already been broken down into legacy 
procedures and that the translation of a single procedure is occurring.  
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[0085] The translation process involves taking a single legacy instruction, decoding it 

using lookup tables based on the operation code (opcode) and invoking the proper 

legacy instruction translator function, which then constructs the native processor 

instructions as required. That process generally involves the following steps: 

1. One or more temporary (scratch) registers may be needed. If this is the case, 

they are requested from the X-port object responsible for register mapping. A 

rotating set of temporary registers is used. For an IA-64 native processor, some 

of the IA-64's 128 general-purpose registers are dedicated for use as temporary 

registers.  

2. All legacy registers used by the legacy instruction are mapped to their 

corresponding host processor registers. Again, the register mapping component 

of X-port performs this service.  

3. Now that the registers are mapped and temporary registers are allocated, if 

needed, the legacy translator function calls native instruction generator functions 

to produce the host processor instructions in raw binary form. For this example, 

seven different IA-64 instructions are required (sxt4 is used three times) and, 

therefore, seven different native instruction generator functions are used.  

[0086] The output of this process is a straight sequential set of native processor 

instructions that ultimately perform the same function as the legacy instructions. In FIG.  

12, each resulting IA-64 host processor instruction is numbered for further reference.  

As can be seen for the Alpha instructions shown, nine IA-64 instructions are needed for 

proper emulation. The number can be more or less depending on the legacy instruction 

mix.  

[0087] This set of instructions could be packaged and executed as is, but this would 

lead to poor performance on an IA-64 host processor. The following briefly describes 

how instruction packaging should be performed for this processor to enhance 
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performance. Though this information is IA-64 specific, other host processors can and 

will require similar code reorganization to achieve maximum performance.  

[0088] The IA-64 architecture requires that instructions be grouped into instruction 

bundles. The layout of an instruction bundle can be seen in FIG. 13. Each bundle 

consists of three IA-64 instructions, each of which is 41 bits in length. The bundle also 

contains a 5-bit template field, which is used to describe the processor resources 

required by that set of three instructions. These resources are processor execution 

units.  

[0089] FIG. 14 shows the execution units available in an Itanium 2 processor. These 

include four memory units (which can also execute many simple integer and logical 

instructions), two integer units, two floating-point units (which also execute long or 

extended instructions) and three branch units. The figure also shows how those 

resources might be used for a set of two instruction bundles. This will be further 

described below. It should be noted that an IA-64 processor is able to execute two full 

instruction bundles (six instructions) at a time if adequate processor resources are 

available.  

[0090] The template field of a bundle specifies which combination of execution units 

are needed by the instructions within the bundle. For instance, a template field value of 

16 represents the code MIB, which means that a memory unit, an integer unit, and a 

branch unit are required. A template field can also specify a stop condition, which 

means that all currently executing instructions must complete before any new 

instructions are accepted by the processor. Stops are used to prevent data 

dependency violations. Template type 17 is also an MIB type but also specifies a stop 

at the end of the bundle. It is indicated by the notation MIB_.  

[0091] The term IA-64 instruction group refers to a group of IA-64 instructions that 

are all eligible for parallel execution. An IA-64 instruction group is ultimately organized 

into one or more instruction bundles the last of which must contain a stop.  
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[0092] Using this information about the IA-64 host architecture, the next step of the 
translation process can be examined. FIG. 15 shows the next step for an IA-64 host 
processor.  

[0093] FIG. 15 shows a set of instructions from FIG. 12 that contain no data 
dependencies among each other. This is a single IA-64 instruction group.  
[0094] A requirement for good performance of an IA-64 host processor is that 
instructions are properly scheduled for maximum parallelism in an order that does not 
allow for data dependency violations. Thus, the IA-64 specific portion of X-port 
performs analysis of the instruction stream emitted in FIG. 12, and determines what 
instructions can be safely executed simultaneously. In FIG. 15 it can be seen that 
instructions 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8 have no register dependencies between them and, 
therefore, can be safely executed in parallel. However, this is a list of five instructions.  
IA-64 instruction bundles must be chosen to contain these instructions. The resulting 
instruction bundles are then committed to memory as a portion of the executable IA-64 
code. It should be noted that the IA-64 movl instruction requires two bundle slots.  
[0095] FIG. 16 shows the second IA-64 instruction group, which contains just three 
instructions (3, 7, and 9). This IA-64 instruction group will fit into a single bundle of type 
MIB. Though it did not occur in this example, it is possible that all of an instruction 
bundle cannot be filled. In these cases, no-operation codes can be inserted into any 
bundle slot to complete a bundle. The construction of IA-64 instruction bundles 
represents the end of the process. Once in this form, IA-64 instructions are directly 
executable by the host processor.  

POST-TRANSLATION OPTIMIZATION EXAMPLE 
[0096] Following is an example of an optimizer that may be invoked after translation 
occurs. The example assumes an Alpha legacy processor and an IA-64 native 
processor. Its purpose is to eliminate short forward branches using a feature of the IA
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64 host processor called predication. Predication allows for conditionally executing one 
or more instructions.  

[0097] The example below shows a simple C language if-then construct to illustrate 
a reason for using the IA-64 predication feature. (The register r5 is assumed to be a, r6 
to be b, and r7 to be c.) As can be seen, the variable c will take on the value 0 if a is 
greater than b. Otherwise, c will be set equal to 1. This kind of statement can be 
represented in assembly language as seen in the figure.  

if (a > b) 

{ 
c = 0; 

else 
.{ 

c = 1; 

// PowerPC implementation--a conditional branch and an unconditional 
// branch are required 

cmpgt r5,r6 // compare 'a' and 'b' 
beq a-gt__b // jump if true 
li r7,1 // c = 1 (false case) 
b done 

a_gt-b: li r7,0 // c = 0 (true case) 
done: // continue executing here 

// IA-64 implementation--no branches required 
cmp.gt plp2 = r5,r6 // compare 'a' and 'b' 

(pl) mov r7 = 0 // if a > b, c = 0 
(p2) mov r7 = 1 // else, c = 1 

Simple if-then statement in C with assembly equivalents.  

[0098] Most modern microprocessor architectures will require one or more branches 
to be used to conditionally set the value of c. The IA-64 implementation does not, 
however, due to predication. The IA-64 cmp.gt instruction compares r5 and r6 and 
stores a true or false (1 or 0) value into the predicate registers p1 and p2. The results in 
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those registers are used to conditionally execute the next two instructions. The first 
mov executes only if p1 = 1. The second mov executes only if p2 = 1. Since the given 
compare instruction returns the true or false result of the compare in p1 and the 
complement of the result into p2, only one of the mov instructions is effective. The other 
does not execute.  

[0099] This concept can be used to eliminate short forward conditional branches.  
FIG. 17 shows a small piece of Alpha code that contains a short forward conditional 
branch instruction (BEQ). If the branch is taken at address 1 00C, the instructions at 
1010 and 1014 will not execute. If the branch condition is not satisfied, the branch will 
fall through and they will execute.  

[00100] As is indicated by the figure, the BEQ instruction can be replaced with an IA
64 compare instruction that stores its results into IA-64 predicate registers. These 
predicate registers can then be used to conditionally execute the IA-64 equivalent code 
for the Alpha ORNOT and ADDQ instructions, eliminating an unnecessary conditional 
branch. This is beneficial since modern microprocessors attempt to pre-fetch 
instructions along what they believe is the correct instruction path. If the processor 
mispredicts whether the conditional branch is taken or not, a performance penalty is 
paid since mispredicted instructions already in the processor's pipeline(s) must be 
flushed and instructions along the alternate path must be fetched for execution. For 
these reasons, it is usually desirable to eliminate conditional branches whenever 
possible.  

(00101] This optimizer example is one that is able to take advantage of a native 
processor feature not present in the legacy processor.  

[00102] The optimization module searches the translated legacy code (the resulting 
IA-64 code) looking for short forward conditional branches. As it finds them, it 
eliminates the branch, generates IA-64 binary code for the compare, and modifies the 
instructions to be predicated. This process occurs after translation but before the native 
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instructions are committed to memory for execution. Thus, it is still possible to modify 

their behavior.  

PRE-TRANSLATION OPTIMIZATION EXAMPLE 

[00103] Following is an example of pre-translation optimization. It allows for 

performing function inlining. Inlining is a compiler technique which expands the 

contents of a function "in line" rather than setting up to jump to the function itself.  

Functions that are suitable for inlining are generally small and do not often call other 

functions. The disadvantage of function inlining is that the code for the function is 

duplicated everywhere it is called. This increases the memory requirements of the 

program. A modern native processor, such as the IA-64, however, may contain several 

gigabytes of random access memory. For such a processor, the memory penalty of 

function inlining is not even noticeable.  

[00104] The following example shows a small C language code example. Here, 
funcX calls funcY, which performs a very simple operation. An optimizing compiler may 

choose to inline funcY depending on the optimizations selected by the programmer.  

int funcX (int a) 

funcY (a); // call funcY 
) 

int funcY (int b) 
{ 

return b + 7; 

A C function calling a small C function.  

[00105] The binary translator in accordance with the present invention, on the other 

hand, may be able to select a much broader range of functions for inlining sacrificing 

memory usage for speed. For each inlined function, the following portions of legacy 

code can be omitted: 
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1. Setup code: Usually there is a certain amount of setup required to perform a 
function call. This is probably in the area of up to six legacy instructions but can 
vary from platform to platform.  

2. Unconditional Branch: A 'jump' instruction vectors code execution to the function 
being called.  

3. Function Preamble: Generally, functions contain a preamble of some kind, which 
usually consists of a few instructions. Operations performed in the preamble 
include setting up global pointers to data areas.  

4. Function Return: Returning from a function generally involves a few cleanup 
instructions.  

5. Unconditional Branch: A 'return' instruction vectors code execution back to the 
calling function.  

[00106] Inlining a function can, in many cases, result in increased performance due to 
the amount of legacy code that can be eliminated.  

[00107] This optimizer works on the legacy code before it has been translated but 
after it has been grouped. It searches for function calls and inserts hints for the binary 
translation system when it finds a valid function for inlining.  

[00108] This optimization is not specific to the capabilities of the IA-64 host processor 
other than having abundant memory to make inlining more feasible than for the original 
legacy system.  

[00109] Obviously, many modifications and variations of the present invention are 
possible in light of the above teachings. Thus, it is to be understood that, within the 
scope of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as 
specifically described above.  

[00110] What is claimed and desired to be covered by a Letters Patent is as follows: 
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Throughout this specification and the claims which follow, 
unless the context requires otherwise, the word "comprise", 
and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will 
be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or 
step or group of integers or steps but not the exclusion of 
any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.  

The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, 
and should not be taken as, an acknowledgement or any form 
of suggestion that that prior art forms part of the common 
general knowledge in Australia.  
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. A binary translator comprising: 

a loader subsystem for reading and loading legacy binary instructions into a 

5 file; and 

a translator subsystem for directly translating selected legacy binary 

instructions into native binary instructions thereby creating a translated 

legacy code stream defining native instructions, said translator subsystem 

further configured to add new native code to said translated legacy code 

10 stream in order to add features or disable portions of said legacy code 

without modifying said legacy binary instructions , said translator also being 

reconfigurable for use with different legacy and native processors.  

2. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein said translator subsystem 

15 includes a legacy instruction processor, an instruction processor and a 

native instruction processor.  

3. The binary translator as recited in claim 2, wherein said legacy instruction 

processor is a modular subsystem and is reconfigurable to provide 

20 compatibility with different legacy processors.  

4. The binary translator as recited in claim 2, wherein said legacy instruction 

processor is configured to group native functions into groups of instructions 

ending with flow control instructions .  

25 

5. The binary translator as recited in claim 2, wherein said legacy instruction 

processor is configured to disable selected legacy instructions.  

6. The binary translator as recited in claim 5, wherein said native instruction 

30 processor is configured to replace disabled legacy instructions with native 

instructions.
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7. The binary translator as recited in claim 2, wherein said native instruction 

processor is configured to be independent of the legacy processor.  

5 8. The binary translator as recited in claim 7, wherein said native instruction 

processor is configured to enable legacy binary instructions to be executed 

on different native processors.  

9. A binary translator substantially as hereinbefore described, with reference 

10 to the accompanying drawings.
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